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BACKGROUND PROFILE & EXPERIENCE
Wood Products (K) Ltd (WP), formerly known as Hardial Singh & Brothers was
established in 1955. Fifty years ago, we were the ﬁrst company to manufacture
and ﬁt wooden ﬂooring in Kenya. Today we have grown from being a simple timber
merchant to manufacturing and installing products such as joinery, parquet
ﬂooring, machined timber and others. Essentially, we provide complete wooden
interior ﬁnishing solutions for houses and ofﬁces. We also support a wide range of
standard and custom built prefabricated buildings.
Over the years we have managed to develop a reputation of quality and reliability
through innovation and the pursuit of excellence. We have grown to understand that
the modernisation of the manufacturing process is just as important as the delivery
of a quality product. We therefore use the latest technologies combined with oldfashioned experience to produce superior products that provide customers with
value. All our products are manufactured to international standards
INFRASTRUCTURE
WP’s manufacturing facility is located in Nairobi’s Industrial Area; the facility
houses an ofﬁce block & showroom of 2,000m2, fabrication workshop of 5,000m2
and an open storage yard of over 10,000m2.
A visit to our showroom will give you a real feel of the products that we manufacture.
We have on display nearly all our product range, from kitchens, wardrobes and even
prefabricated buildings.
The fabrication workshop includes: parquet ﬂooring machinery, post-form, pressform & edge banding machinery, multiple moulder’s, hydraulic presses & rib saws,
bandsaws, kiln driers, a timber treatment plant & various other machinery for
joinery.
The open storage yard is used for timber storage and natural seasoning. The
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THE HERITAGE…
In 1955 Hardial Singh and Brothers started its product line with
ﬂooring. Today over 50 years of ﬂooring experience has given us a
competitive edge. We have enhanced our manufacturing processes
with the latest technology and machines in order to provide value
for money. Our ﬂoors are known to build character with age. Well
seasoned timber, superior manufacturing processes and perfected
installation procedures result in a quality, low maintenance and
durable product.
THE BEAUTY
Wooden ﬂooring if well looked after is a life-long evergreen
product. The natural raw material results in a healthy, safe and
environmentally friendly option that exudes natural beauty. At Wood
Products we use specialised lacquers to enhance the grains of the
timber. This accentuates the natural beauty of the wood resulting in
a superior product.
THE EXPERIENCE
Through our experience we have enhanced our product range to
incorporate luxury custom-made wooden ﬂoors, right through to
affordable modern ﬂooring including laminates, parquet etc.
THE SELECTION
Our range includes: Parquet (3-6 ﬁnger), woodblock, strip ﬂooring,
laminates, and specialised ﬂooring such as decking and others.
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Baroque, Retro, Classic White, Modern Cottage

… you pick the

style, we make it.
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At Wood Products you can have the ‘perfect door’ for any interior or application. From our
wide selection of textures and designs to our luxury range of hardwoods we offer you the
opportunity to create your work of art. Be it an idea or even a picture you saw somewhere,
we will turn your idea into just the door you want.
THE DIMENSION
There are no limitations to style, dimension, texture or quantity. We can make a door that
ﬁts every size whether it is a new construction or a refurbishment.
THE EXPERIENCE
WP combines over 50 years of experience in with young designers offering interior ideas
and solutions with a modern twist.
THE TRADITION
WP’s hardwood panel doors represent the time-tested skills of the old-world
craftsmen,
combining ageless elegance from traditional designs with high quality African hardwoods
such as mvule and mahogany to produce stately main doors and elegant internal doors.
THE SELECTION
In the age of mass production WP’s range of Post-Form & Veneer Doors gives you an
option to custom-make your doors. You can choose from our wide array of colours and
ﬁnishes ranging from magical browns, deep mahogany reds and even the option of
painted ﬁnishes; it is a truly tailor-made solution. Our post-form doors are also ideal for
commercial applications such as hospitals, ofﬁces etc., as they offer a modern, hygenic
and durable solution.
SPECIALISED DOORS
WP also has an extensive range of specialised doors, these include, ﬁre retardant, and
security doors. For more information on our specialised door range please consult one
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Complement your lifestyle, perfectly...
In today’s hectic environment the kitchen has become one of the few meeting places for

envision

the whole family. If you are thinking of revamping your old kitchen or installing a new
one, consider getting expert advice from WP’s kitchen designers. We can offer you a
functional inviting space that also compliments the family’s lifestyle.
Our kitchens are designed to meet your requirements; our advice is based on local
conditions and lifestyles. We offer practical, durable ideas that are also attractive and
incorporate modern needs.
THE DIMENSION
Space constraints and the cost of living often mean that one may not have the desired
space for a kitchen, cabinet or wardrobe. Smaller spaces can be just as functional and
attractive as larger ones, it really depends on the design.
THE VISION
WP’s designers are able to incorporate your needs and present a detailed 3D walkthrough video, such that you can envision your kitchen, cabinet or wardrobe space at
design stage.
THE SELECTION
Planning for a new kitchen, wardrobe or cabinet space can be a daunting task, choosing
from all the available colours, ﬁnishes and endless designs is difﬁcult. Our designers
will help you sift through your ideas to pick the perfect kitchen, wardrobe or cabinet.
THE VALUE

“In architecture as in all other operative arts, the end must direct the operation. The
end
is to build well. Well building has three conditions: Commodity, Firmness and Delight.”
(Henry Watton) We provide quality, affordable kitchens, wardrobes and cabinets that
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TREATED TIMBER
Treated timber is typically used for rooﬁng trusses, fencing poles,
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decking, marine applications etc.
NATURE ENHANCED
WP uses specialised equipment and a pressure treating process to treat
its timber. A chemical preservative is infused deep into the wood by
placing the wood in a cylindrical holding tank. The tank is vacuumed to
remove all the air, ﬁlled with preservative and pressurised. This forces
the preservative to penetrate deeply into the wood. It is then drained
and the timber removed and allowed to dry naturally.
THE STRENGTH
This kind of treatment prolongs the life of the timber against
infestation
from borers, insects and fungus for upto 20 years. We provide a
guarantee for our pressure treated timber, and we have a certiﬁcate of
conformity from the Kenya Bureau of Standards (KBS).
MACHINED TIMBER
THE QUALITY
WP’s machined timber cladding is produced using well-seasoned kiln
dried timber in order to provide a stable ﬁnished product. The timber
is machined using cutting edge German multiple moulders which
guarantee a top quality ﬁnish.
TIMBER MOULDINGS
WP has a wide range of architectural mouldings that have been carefully
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PREFABRICATED BUILDINGS
We offer a modular prefabricated building (prefab) solution with an option of
two types of external ﬁnishes: lamiboard and T&G. We provide complete turnkey
solutions from conception to design, manufacture and erection.

THE EXPERIENCE
WP’s prefab operations have now spread throughout the East African region with
several projects completed in Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda, South Sudan and Tanzania.
Our experience has given us expertise in working in harsh and remote environments
whilst still producing a product manufactured to international standards.

THE DIMENSION
WP’s modular construction design allows for ﬂexibility in the size of prefab units.
We can provide modular units from a one bedroom ‘Safari Unit’ to units of any
modular size such as: clinics, hospitals, dormitories, ablution blocks, schools
etc.

THE MOBILITY
WP’s pre-fabricated units are manufactured with steel bases as opposed to
timber bases. This not only makes them much more durable but also allows for
better stability, ease of assembly, as well as provides an option for relocation with
maximum cost saving. The modular units are ﬂ at packed such that multiple units
can be transported simultaneously. They are light and hence do not require on-site
lifting and erection machinery, saving on costs in both acquiring of machinery and
its transportation to site.
Conventional prefab units are usually modiﬁed containers which are restrictive in
volume as compared to WP’s ‘A’ frame structure. The ‘A’ frame has a large
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HARDWOOD DOORS
Please verify colours with actual product

Arch 2 panel
(Bosire)

Cathedral
2-Panel

Cathedral
3-Panel

Cathedral
4-Panel

Cathedral
5-Panel

Cathedral
6-Panel

Cathedral
8-Panel

Cathedral
10-Panel

Square
2-Panel

Square
3-Panel

Square
4-Panel

Square
4-Panel(a)

Square Horizontal
4-Panel

Square
5-Panel

Square
6-Panel

Square
6-Panel(a)

Square
Horizontal
6-Panel

Square
8 -Panel

Square
10-Panel

T&G
Horizontal

Tee

Mahogany

Mvule

Soft Wood
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GL ASS HARDWOOD DOORS
Please verify colours with actual product

Mahogany

Arch French

Cathedral
French

Square
French

Arch
Full Glass

Cathedral
Full Glass

Square
Full Glass

Full Glass
Special

Mvule

Arch
Half Glass

Cathedral
Half Glass

Half Glass
Special

P O S T- F O R M D O O R S

Post-Form
View Panel

Peep Hole
Glass

Square
Half Glass

LOUVER DOORS

Beech Samberg

Post-Form
Glass Panel

Half Glass
Special 2

Oak Flower

Beech Flower

Grey

Soft Wood

FLUSH (SKIN) DOORS

Mahogany

Solid Half
Louver

Square
Horizontal Glass
4-Panel

Mvule

Solid Louver
Soft Wood

Painted

Mahogany

Skin-Ply
5-Panel

Skin-Ply
6-Panel

Meru Oak
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P R E S S - F O R M K I T C H E N / C A B I N E T A N D WA R D R O B E S C O L O U R S

Acacia
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Rock Maple

Cream Cherry

Sand Birch

Plum

African Oak

Pine

Ahorn Vancouver

Arch

Long Arch

Cathedral

Square

Shaker

Horizontal Groove

Arch Glass

Long Arch Glass

Cathedral Glass

Square Glass

Shaker Glass

Vertical T&G

Beech

Honey Beech

Cherry Kirsche

Light Cherry

Dark Cherry

American Walnut

Mahogany

Sapelle

African Walnut

African Cherry

Walnut

Wenge

Aluminium

Grey

Mint Green (Gloss)

Red (Gloss)

Please verify colours with actual product

Maple Rose

PRESS-FORM KITCHEN DESIGNS

M E L A M I N E K I T C H E N / C A B I N E T/ WA R D R O B E

Seringa

Vancouver Maple

Summer Oak

Please verify colours with actual product

Super White

M E L A M I N E WA R D R O B E D E S I G N S

Venza Oak

Cambridge Cherry

Natural Oak

Red Adler

Windsor Cherry

Poirier

Burgundy Mahogany

Brushed Grey

Stainless

Grey

Super Black

P O S T- F O R M K I T C H E N T O P S C O L O U R S

Cathedral
Full Panel

Cathedral 2

Square
Full Panel

Square 2

Arch full
Panel

Shaker

Arch 2

Arch E

Double
Arch

Horizontal
T&G

Vertical
Groove

Square
Flat

DESIGNS

Beech Samberg

Beech Flower

Oak Flower

Granite Rojo Red

Amarello Rose

Turmalin

Bullnose

Round
Rainbow

Ravenna Grey

Green

Granite Anhrazite

Corro Marine

Grey
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CL ADDING FOR T&G
e x (1” x 4” )

B e a d i n g (Q u a d r a n t s)
e x (1” x 1” )

Cover Beadings
e x ( 2 ” x 1” )

Architraves
e x (3 ” x 1” )

Balustrades
ex(2”x2”)

Round

T&G End Groove

Round
Classic
Quarter Round

Sloped

T&G End Square Joint

Sloped

Elegant

Quarter Round (a)

Kasuku
Kasuku

T&G V-Groove Joint

French

Kasuku
Elegant
Chamfered
T&G V-Joint

Bamboo

Chamfered
T&G Weather Board

Princess
Castle

Oriental
T&G Centre Groove
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Concave

Concave

Concave

C u r t a i n B ox e s
e x ( 5 ” x 1” )

Cornices
e x (3 ” x 1” )

D o o r Fr a m e s
e x ( 4 /6 / 8 /10 ” x 2 ” )

Skir tings
e x ( 4” x 1” ) , e x (6” x 1” )

Hand Rails
e x (3 ” x 2 ” ) , e x ( 4” x 3 ” )

Round Groove
Kasuku
Standard
Concave

Round

Kasuku

Kasuku

Chamfered
Crest

-S-

Ripple

Pencil

Ripple

Elegant

Elegant
Long

Steps
e x ( 2 ” x 12 ” )

Groove
Princess

Plain

Concave

Groove

Concave

Groove

Double Groove
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FLOORING

Mvule

Blackwood

Red Saligna

Blackwood White

White Laminate

Mahogany Strip

Mvule Strip

Mvule Woodblock Herring Bone

Mahogany Woodblock Square

Mvule 3 Finger Parquet

Mahogany 4 Finger Parquet

Blackwood 3 Finger Parquet

Red Saligna 3 Finger Parquet

Mahogany Decking

Cedar Decking

Cypress Decking

White Laminate Strip

Cedar

Brown Laminate

Birch Laminate

Hard Wood & Soft Woods
Type

Mahogany

Mvule

Saligna

Strip

Blackwood Blackwood White

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

Cedar

•

Herring
Bone / Square
Woodblock
3-6 Finger Parquet
Decking

•

•

Specialised Flooring
Type
laminate
Specialised
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Birch

Walnut

Oak

•
•

•
•

•
•

Please verify colours with actual product

Mahogany

